


We realize that the architectural, decorative concrete is constantly gaining more and more 
popularity. It is a specific material that gives an individual image to each space. In our  
conceptual work, we decided to use it to create a unique collection of architectural concrete 
facing tiles in a 3D technology, which allows designing any surface in a free way.  



Płytka BG

We also offer classic flat items - architectural concrete facing tiles in three colour 
schemes - white, natural grey and charcoal. For those who love colours based  
on 3D tiles, we have a range of plaster tiles with an option for lacquering them 
in a RAL colour scheme. It gives an exceptional felling of space. 
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Construction systems 
Our collection of architectural concrete tiles allows creating 
an infinite quantity of space finishing inside the building, 
as well as on its elevation. It is possible to match our tiles 
to each other in any way. There are some examples aside. 

Available colours: white, natural grey and charcoal. 



TZARA QUINTA



A 1100 by 400 milimeters architectural concrete slab (other sizes 
available on order). Thanks to its untypical dimensions, the slab 
is 30% lighter than the typical ones of 1200 by 1600 milimeters, 
which makes it easier and faster to set up. S
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The shape of the tile resembles boomerang. Ratios of sides 
and angles are designed in a way that allows composing the tiles 
in a linear, organic or corrugated forms. 

It is the tile in a rhombus shape that allows spatial designing in any way. 
3D tiles make it possible to create linear and organic forms, as well 
as to interpenetrate each other. The only thing that limits those 
possibilities is imagination. 

Square-shaped tile, as with the other tiles, allows spatial designing 
in any way, and the profile of its surface enables it to be arranged 
in a variety of ways. 
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         Orders and production: +48 695 936 326
          zamowienia@artisvisio.pl                  

Counselling: +48 695 056 835
doradztwo@artisvisio.pl

www.artisvisio.pl


